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Abstract
Generalizing Sikivie’s approach (Sikivie 2014Phys. Rev. Lett.113 201301), according towhich dark
matter axionsmay induce transitions between Zeeman states in an atomic system, an experiment
based on amolecular gas is proposed for a search in the axionmass range between 1.4 and 1.9meV. In
particular, a 16O2 sample is brought to the temperature of 280mKvia buffer-gas cooling and then
subjected to an externalmagneticfield; axion-driven transitions are eventually detected by resonance-
enhancedmulti-photon ionization spectroscopy.

1. Introduction

Anoutstanding problem in contemporary physics is that of darkmatter (DM)whose existence is generally
accepted on the basis of strong astrophysical evidence, but the composition of which is still unclear [2, 3]. The
most authoritative candidates forDMareweakly interactingmassive particles and axions [4]. The latter have
been introduced to provide a solution to the strongCP problem [5–8] and, in view of their weak interactionwith
ordinarymatter, have become an aspirant for theDMcomponent of galactic halos. Several detection schemes
have been proposed to detect DMaxions [9], some ofwhich are already being implemented. The conversion of
axions into photons in amicrowave cavity permeated by an externalmagnetic field, originally proposed by
Sikivie [10, 11], has been pursued by several groups [12–14]. Other proposed schemes include: the conversion of
axions intomagnons in a ferromagnet [15, 16]; the study of the nuclear precession of amaterial which can be
modified by its interactionwith the axion [17, 18]; the presence of energy shifts or nonzero nucleon electric
dipolemoments arising in atomic systems from the coupling of axions to gluons [19]; the excitation of a high n
transition in a Rydberg atom [20]. Lately, it has also been suggested thatDMaxionsmay inducemagnetic dipole
(M1) transitions between atomic ormolecular states that differ in energy by an amount equal to the axion
mass [1].

Based on this idea, herewe detail the proposal of an experiment which aims at detectingmolecular
transitions in a gas systemwhere axions in the 10−3 eVmass range are absorbed. For this purpose,first we have
to identify amolecular systemwith twomagnetic sublevels whose energy difference can be tuned via the Zeeman
effect to the desired axionmass value. These two levels, let us say a and b, will respectively represent the lower and
upper level of whatwewill hereafter call the axion transition. Then, by cooling the gas sample such that there are
nomolecules in b, as a result of the exposition to theDMaxionfield, a  b transitions will be inducedwith a
unit-time rate, ab , of few events permole ofmolecules (provided thatM1 selection rules are satisfied) [1].
Finally, an appropriate detection techniquemust be used to reveal with almost 100% efficiency the presence of
themolecules promoted into level b. From an experimental point of view, this involves the preparation of a sub-
Kelvin,mole-sizedmolecular gas sample through a buffer-gas-cooling (BGC) process in a 3He environment. In
addition, themolecular species should be sensitive enough to the application of an externalmagnetic field and
well-suited to a single-particle spectroscopic interrogation technique as well. In this respect, the oxygen
molecule, 16O2, offers threemajor advantages. First, it is undoubtedly one of the best investigatedmolecules on
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Earth, in terms of spectroscopy aswell [21]. In particular, it has already been used for spectroscopic tests of
fundamental physics, such as the symmetrization postulate on spin-0 nuclei [22, 23], and aswell employed in a
number of high-sensitivity laser-based detection schemes includingmagnetic rotation spectroscopy [24],
polarization-dependent cavity ring-down spectroscopy [25], and resonance-enhancedmulti-photon ionization
(REMPI) spectroscopy [26]. Second, 16O2 is a prototypical paramagneticmolecule with a highmagnetic
moment (2μB). Third, it has already been cooled down to fewKelvin in BGC experiments [27].

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we focus on the choice of the 16O2 transition that ismost
eligible for the axion detection; crucial issues of the gas sample preparation in a BGCmachine are also addressed
froma theoretical viewpoint. Then, section 3 deals with the REMPI spectroscopic detection of the axion-
induced absorption events. Following this discussion, section 4 gives the details of the experimental apparatus.
Finally, in section 5, we conclude.

2. Sample preparation

Let us start by considering the X 0g
3 uS =-( ) ground state of 16O2.Only rotational levels of odd rotational

angular-momentumquantumnumberN are populated in 16O2 because of restrictions imposed by the I=0
bosonic nature of the oxygen nuclei. Each rotational level is split into three spinrotational components that are
additionally labeled by the total angular-momentumquantumnumber J (J can take the valuesN−1,N and
N+1 and the corresponding levels are often referred to as the F3, F2 and F1 component of the p-type triplet,
respectively). Upon application of an externalmagnetic field, B, each spinrotational component is further split
into 2J+1magnetic sublevels; these are labeled by themagnetic quantumnumberMJ

(M J J J, 1 ,...,J = - - + ), namely the projection of J onto the direction of B. In this coupling scheme, selection
rules forM1 transitions require: J 0, 1D =  (J 0 0= « ), M 0, 1JD =  , and b ap p= , where ap (πb) denotes
the parity of the transition’s lower (upper) level. Next, we adopt the notationW(r,B) to represent the energy of
the r≡ (N, J,MJ)magnetic sublevel as a function ofB. The energy-level diagramdisplayed infigure 1 illustrates
the Zeeman effect in the X 0g

3 uS =-( ) state up to amagnetic field intensity ofB=20 T by [25].
At this point in the discussion, we choose the rotational level (N=1, J=0,MJ=0)≡ a and (N=1, J=1,

MJ=−1)≡ b as the lower and upper level of the axion transition, respectively. This determines themaximum
axionmass range that can be explored according to the following reasoning. In order to realize amole-sized
population of 16O2molecules in level a, while keeping level b depopulated, the energy differenceWba(B)≡W(b,
B)−W(a,B)must satisfy the condition Q B T N W B k T, exp 0.1baA Bº - <( ) [ ( ) ( )] with kB being the
Boltzmann constant,NA theAvogadro number, andT the gas temperature [1]. Now, as explained later, the
minimumT valuewhich provides a helium-3 vapour pressure that is capable to effectively coolNA oxygen

Figure 1. Illustration of the Zeeman effect for theN=1 rotational levels in the X 0g
3 uS =-( ) ground state of 16O2 (the J = 2

component is omitted for a clear view). The axion transition is indicated by the red arrow.
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molecules isTHe; 277 mK; as a result,Bmin=12 T is found, corresponding toWba(Bmin)=11 cm−1

(1.4 meV)withQ (Bmin,THe)=0.09. Concerning the upper end of the axionmass interval, it is worth
remarking that, besides technical difficulties, the Zeeman splittingWba(B) tends to saturate formagnetic fields
aboveBmax=18 T; this amounts toWba(Bmax)=15.5 cm−1 (1.9 meV)withQ (Bmax,THe)=1.5×10−10.

The above argument presupposes, however, complete rotational thermalization of themolecular sample
within the BGC source under reasonable experimental conditions. To ascertain this point, we have to get a little
more into the details of the BGCprocess. Here, both translational and internal degrees of freedomof the desired
molecular species, at initial temperatureT0, are cooled in a cryogenic cell via collisions with a thermal bath of
helium-3 (buffer gas) at temperatureTHe and density nHe. After a characteristic number of collisionsNcoll, the
molecular temperature becomes arbitrarily close to equilibriumwith the buffer gas,
T N T T T Nexpcoll He 0 He coll c= + - -( ) ( ) ( ), where m m m m2He

2
Hec = +( ) ( · ) (m andmHe denote the

molecular and the helium-3mass, respectively).With this inmind, let us now calculate theminimum 16O2-
in-3He collisional path-length (randomwalk)which is needed to thermalizeNAmolecules. Since the order of
magnitude forHe-molecule elastic-collision (rotational-relaxation) cross sections is 10−18m−2 (10−20m−2)
[28–30], around 100 collisions are required to relax a rotational state. DenotingwithP(Ei) the probability that
the ith oxygenmolecule has not reached thermalization after traveling the distance L in the buffer gas (Ei is the
corresponding event), the probability NA

 that even onemolecule (inNAmolecules) evades the thermalization

process is given by P E .N i
N

i1A
A Èº =( ) According to Boole’s inequality, this probability is smaller than the sumof

the probabilities of the separated events, P E P .N i

N
i s1A

A å< º= ( ) This latter quantity is given by
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whereM is a number high enough and theP(Ei)ʼs areweighted by theMaxwell–Boltzmann distribution of
molecular velocities:
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Equation (1) is then computed by a directMonte Carlo simulation forTHe=280 mKand the corresponding
vapor density, nHe=3×1016 cm−3[31]; for L=1 cm, a value close to 10−6 is already found forPs. Then, if
P 1s  , a fortiori this will be true for .NA

 Thismeans that, under the aforementioned experimental conditions,
all the oxygenmolecules contained in the buffer gas cell will be in level a.

The possibility of spurious collision excitation events caused by the background gas is also considered. To
this aim, the kinetic energy term m v1 2 He He

2( ) is equated toWba(Bmin)=11 cm−1; this yields theminimum
velocity value needed to promote an oxygenmolecule to the axion transitions upper level, v 295 m sHe

1= -˜ .
Finally, the integral of theMaxwell–Boltzmann distribution is computed from vHe˜ to¥ andmultiplied byNA to
provide the number ofHe-3 atoms exceeding this velocity. The result, which represents an overestimation of the
number of spurious collision excitation events, is well below the unity. Furthermore, blackbody radiation effects
are quantitatively addressed. For this purpose, the power emitted by the total internal surface area of the
experimental setup,, isfirst calculated by the Stefan–Boltzmann law as P T .Sem

tot 4s= Then, defining
W Bba0 minn º ( ) and denotingwithΔν theDoppler width ofmolecular oxygen (calculated at ν0 and for

T=TS), the number of blackbody photons (per unit time) in the frequency interval ,0 0n n n n- D + D[ ] is
derived as
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ForT 0.5S  K, N 6 10bb
3´ - s−1 is found; since only a very small fraction ofNbb is absorbed by themolecular

oxygen due to the low strength of the axion transition, this implies a negligible blackbody-radiation induced
transition rate. In conclusion, it is worth pointing out that, from an experimental point of view, an effective way
to discriminate against any spurious effect is to exploit the directional character of the interaction between
axions and ordinarymatter by counter-checking the signal at a second angle (at 90◦with respect to thefirst one)
with a rotatable apparatus.

3. REMPI spectroscopic detection

The next step is to detect themolecules promoted by theDMaxionfield into level b. Since very few events are
expected, an extremely sensitive spectroscopic techniquemust be implemented, which is particularly able to
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detect an axion absorption occurrence before collisions with surrounding particlesmay cause decay from level b.
As alreadymentioned,molecular oxygen is well-suited to the (2+1)REMPI interrogation scheme. In general,
thismethod involves a resonant single ormultiple photon absorption to an electronically excited intermediate
state followed by another photonwhich ionizes themolecule; the ionization product is then detectedwith
almost 100% efficiency usually by amicro-channel plate (MCP). Specifically, the (2+1) symbolmeans that two
photonsmust be absorbed to excite themolecule in the intermediate state and one photon to ionize the
molecule.With reference tofigure 2, in the 16O2 case, (2+1)REMPI spectroscopy can be carried out exploiting
the C 2g

3 uP =( ) component as the intermediate state by using laser pulses tunable around 287 nm [32, 33].
Anomalously, the rotational levels belonging to this component are characterized by far long lifetimes (in other
words, they aremuch less predissociative than usual), thus favorably exhibiting enough narrow line widths (<
6 cm−1) [34]. Therefore, callingwlaser the laser linewidth andwrot

int thewidth of the narrowest rotational level in

Figure 2.Energy-level diagram involved in the (2+1)REMPI spectroscopic detection. The oxygenmolecules promoted by the axion
field into the (N=1, J=1,MJ=−1) level are subsequently ionized by using laser pulses tunable around 287 nm (violet arrows).
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the C 2g
3 uP =( ) component, the conditionW W B w w12 T 11 cm max ,ba ba

min 1
laser rot

int= = = >-( ) ( ) can be
easily satisfied. Thismeans that a and b levels of the axion transition are fully resolved by (2+1)REMPI
spectroscopy.

4. Experimental apparatus and results

A schematic representation of the experimental apparatus is shown infigure 3.Machined fromCryo-G10, the
BGC cell is thermally anchored to themixing chamber of a dilution refrigerator by high-purity copper braids
[35]. Thermal conductivity along the cell length is provided by copper wires running vertically along the outer
Cryo-G10walls. A holewith a diameter of d=15 cm ismade in one of thewalls to let the 16O2molecules escape
from the cell into a second chamberwhose internal surface is covered by a layer of activated charcoal. At
cryogenic temperatures, this acts as a pumpwith a speed of a few thousands dm 3 s−1, creating a high-vacuum
region. The (2+1)REMPI interrogation then takes place in the bore of 57 cmdiameter superconductingmagnet
(coaxial to the BGC cell)which creates a homogeneousmagnetic field of up to 18 T along a traveling distance
h=12 cm. Two facing high-reflectivity (Rm=99.995%)mirrors are used to accomplishmultiple reflections of
the laser beam so as to draw a pattern of a large number of spots,Nrefl, through the trapezoidal section of the
(truncated-cone-shaped)molecular beam. In this way, the laser radiation interacts with a fraction

N w h d h tanrefl
2 2 p q= +( ) ( ) of themolecular flux, wherew denotes the laser beamwaist and θ=60° is

themolecular beamdivergence. Then, forw=1 mmandNrefl=13 500, 1  is found. At the end of the
magnet, amicro-channel plate is then employed to collect the (2+1)REMPI ionization products. Capillary
filling is used to inject both themolecular oxygen and theHe-3 buffer gas, coming from room-temperature
bottles, into the 280 mKBGC cell. For an efficient cooling process, the oxygenmolecules should enter the cell
with a temperature of 60 K, which ensures an appreciable vapor density (8 1017´ cm−3). The same type of
consideration applies to the helium-3 buffer gas; here, as alreadymentioned, an inlet temperature of 280 mK
gives rise to a vapor pressure of 3 1016´ cm−3. These injection temperatures can be obtained by choosing, for
each of the two gas lines, themost appropriate thermal-exchange configuration (both in terms of geometry and
materials) through all the stages of the refrigerator aswell as on the BGC cell walls. Thewhole is housed in a
cylindrical vacuum chamber equippedwith a number of optical windows for laser spectroscopy. As
demonstrated in [26], for the case illustrated infigure 2, an effective (2+1)REMPI-detection can be
accomplishedwith laser pulses offluence 1mJ 100 m ;2p m~ [ ( ) ] conservatively, this can be assumed as a
threshold value, F 30thr  mJmm−2. This can be obtainedwith a commercial Nd:YAG[4ω0]-pumped LiCaAlF:
Ce3+ laser with the following characteristics: repetition rate RR 150 Hz (the condition RR v hm> must be
satisfied), pulse length 10 ns , linewidth 0.05 nm , pulse energy 140 mJ [36]. This corresponds to an initial
laserfluence of F 30in  mJmm−2. It is worth pointing out that, after N 13 500refl = reflections, the laser
fluence drops to the value F F F0.5m

N
fin in in

refl=  that is significantly below Fthr. To overcome this drawback,

Figure 3. Schematic layout of the experimental apparatus. The 280 mK 16O2 beam emerging from the BGC source is subjected to
REMPI spectroscopy. Any ionization product, only possible as a consequence of axion-driven a  b absorption events, is eventually
detected by amicro-channel plate. The actual signal depends on the specificmolecular transition used, themolecule’s polarization
direction (determined by themagnetic field), and themomentumdistribution of the axions (varyingwith time of day and of year) [1].
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two identical lasers (instead of one) can be used to draw thewhole pattern ofmultiple reflections. In the above
configuration, the number of oxygenmolecules that have been exposed during a second to the axionfield is
given by

N
n

d v
4

2 , 4mmolec
max 2p= ( ) ( )

where v k T m8m B p= ( ) ( ) and n n1 30 10max He
15= ( ) · cm−3 is themaximummolecular density that

can be effectively cooled down toTHe[28]. Therefore, the number of axion-induced absorption events is
calculated as

N N
h

v
n 24 3600 , 5

m
abevent molec days = ( )· · ( )

where h h d h tan2 q+ represents the average distance travelled by themolecules within themagnetic
field region. The expected rate ab can be calculated by formula (8) of [1]. In theworst case, namely for
W B 11ba min =( ) cm−1 (Bmin=12 T), the axionmass is 1.4 meVwhich yields N1 Hz .ab A = Then, for an
acquisition time of ndays=10, N 1event  is found.However, asWba(B) increases, higher temperatures can be
used for theHe-3 bath. In particular, forWba(Bmax)=15.5 cm−1 (Bmax=18 T), the conditionQ(B,T)<0.1 is
met up to a temperature of 390 mKwhich corresponds to aHe-3 vapour density of 3 10 17´ - cm−3; this one-
order-of-magnitude enhancement in the nmax value (and hence inNmolec by virtue of equation (4)) can be
exploited to reduce the acquisition time in equation (5) down to 1 day (for the same number of events).

5. Conclusion

Anovel experimental approach has been described to exposeDM in themass range from1.4 to 1.9 meV through
a laser-spectroscopy detection of the absorption events induced by cosmic axions between Zeeman states in a
molecular gas system. Although, in principle, the outlinedmeasurement scheme applies to nearly all species, the
oxygenmolecule seems tomagically combine several crucial features: first, its favourable Zeeman energy-level
diagram in the X 0g

3 uS =-( ) ground state has already been calculated andmeasuredwith great accuracy;
second, its very low boiling point in conjunctionwith a large rotational collision cross-section allows the cooling
of amole-sized gas sample down to 280 mKvia BGC; last but not least, highly sensitive, rotationally-resolved
REMPI spectroscopy has already been carried out starting from the aforementioned axion transition’s levels.
Due to the expected far low absorption rate, related to the inherent weakness ofmatter–DM interaction, very
stringent requirementsmust bematched in order to yield a few counts for reasonable acquisition times.
Accordingly, the presented setup involvesmore than one state-of-the-art technology, themain elements being
an effectiveHe-3 refrigerator, a high-performance ultraviolet spectrometer, and a cutting-edge superconducting
magnet. It is worth stressing that, while constituting a challengingmix of skills, the different components are
essentially already available withinminor improvements; also, scalable technological advances canmake the
proposed experiment evenmore attractive.
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